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Organic Semiconductors for Non-Linear Optical Applications
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Abstract

The organic molecules represent a promising research field because they show special properties which are determined by the conjugated system of π electrons and the groups substituted to the aromatic nucleus offering perspectives for a large area of applications, including the non-linear optics.

We have investigated two types of molecular crystalline material prepared from aromatic derivatives, meta-dinitrobenzene (m-DNB) and benzil (Bz), and three types of organic thin films prepared from arylenevinylene (triphenylamine, carbazole) compounds, maleimidic derivatives and anilinic derivatives functionalised copolymers using different methods (matrix-assisted pulsed laser evaporation, vacuum evaporation, spin coating). The effect of the experimental conditions on the morphological and structural particularities of the films has been emphasised. New results are bought about the systems formed from an aromatic derivative (m-DNB and benzil) crystal and inorganic (organic) dopant studied from the point of view of the dopant incorporation considering the stability of the growth interface and its effect on the optical band gap and optical non-linear (ONL) properties of the m-DNB and Bz crystals. The relationship between the morphology and structural order of the maleimidic derivatives monomers in polycarbonate matrix composite layer and the ONL properties is discussed. We analysed the correlation between the molecular structure of organic compound, particularities of the macroscopic order (influenced by the crystal growth and thin-film deposition methods) and optical non-linear (second harmonic generation, two-photon fluorescence) properties.
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1. Introduction

The past decades indicated a large-scale development of the optical telecommunications conditioned by the improvement of the optical fibres performances. The research activity in the field of non-conventional optical effects in a variety of materials has been stimulated by the discovery of the laser emission. The information transmission velocity using light determines an increase in the efficiency of the systems used in a large area of applications from communications to medicine and military domain as well as a direct control at the optical signal level, without the necessity of an optical-electronic-optical conversion. The examples include the liquid crystals for displayers, piezoelectric plastic materials for microphones, active organic materials for luminescent displayers (OLED), as well as the organic materials with special optical properties in solid state for applications in photonics. The optical non-linear materials are assumed as the key elements for further photonic applications, because these allow the control on the luminous beam using another luminous beam.

The exploitation of the remarkable properties of the organic molecules represents a new and promising technological field, because the specific properties of the molecular structure determines the response (selective, fast, intense) at macroscopic level, under some external stimulus action, like luminous radiation. The organic compounds are intensively studied because they show special properties which are associated with the conjugated system of π electrons and the groups substituted to the aromatic nucleus generating intra-molecular charge transfer properties associated with a large area of applications, including the non-linear optics and offering an alternative to the inorganic compounds.

In the field of optical non-linear (ONL) applications, the interest is correlated with the preparation of crystals and thin films from molecular, oligomeric and polymeric materials with conjugated systems, extended π electrons systems and active optical non-linear chromophoric groups, showing an arrangement of the chromophores adequate for the appearance of some favourable physical properties. The high non-linearity of (molecular and oligomeric/polymeric) organic materials is due to the large delocalisation of π electrons cloud, which can be determined by the electronegativity of the functional groups, chromophores, substituted to the aromatic nucleus and operating as electron donors or acceptors. Supplementary, in order to generate optical non-linear effects, it is necessary to pack the organic molecules in a non-symmetrical macroscopic form. These conditions could be satisfied in bulk molecular crystal or in polymers/monomers thin-films materials because they are characterised by a high molecular order and density of chromophoric groups. In the case of molecular crystals special requirements concern the crystallinity, and in the case of monomers and polymeric materials special requirements concern the quality of the thin films. The main characteristics making favourable the utilisation of the organic molecular crystals for the mentioned applications are: large transparency domain, high birefringency, high non-linear coefficients, high damage thresholds in laser beam, versatility of the molecular structure which can be changed by molecular engineering for optimising the properties of interest [1, 2]. Since the discovery of the high optical non-linearities of the organic materials, the interest for these materials considerably grew up, opening new directions for studying and identifying new applications in the photonics field.
Lately, there is significant growth of the interest in analysing the potential of organic materials for new applications in the dynamic processing of image implying: optical conversion of frequency [3]; electro-optical modulation [4]; dynamic holography [5]; real-time interferometry [6]; optical storage of information; optical conjugation of phase [7]; optical amplification of image [8]; spatial modulation of the light [9]; optical interconnection [10]. Organic materials can be also utilised in the field of second harmonic generation (SHG) for medical applications and two-photon fluorescence (TPF) for biological imaging microscopy [11, 12].

In the field of non-linear optics, the two photons absorption (TPA) is a third-order process correlated with the extended π-conjugated electronic structures and charge transfer properties, which can be indirectly evaluated by two photons absorption emission fluorescence (TPF). Organic compounds showing TPA are interesting for potential applications in frequency up conversion lasing, optical power limiting, 3D fluorescence imaging, 3D optical data storage, 3D lithographic microfabrication and photodynamic therapy [13-15].

There is a tight bond between the material properties and the preparation conditions (synthesis, crystal growth and films deposition) just like between the molecular structure and the properties of interest. The properties of these materials are strongly affected by the presence of structural and/or chemical defects. Therefore, the special promises associated with the potential performances of these materials related to intrinsic properties of material could be valorised only solving the concrete problems involved by the manufacture of a material having the desired form, dimension, quality and properties adequate for a target application. For this reason of great importance is the identification of the optimal methods to prepare these materials both in crystalline form (molecular organic compounds) and as thin films (monomeric/polymeric compounds). In this context, a special attention must be paid to the design, synthesis and characterization of the organic compound, preparation and evaluation of the optical non-linear properties of the organic material for photonic/optoelectronic applications. Till now, a satisfactory compromise between the theoretically predicted non-linearity and the quality of the materials related to preparation and processing challenges has not been obtained for organic materials.

The purpose of this chapter is to enlarge the knowledge about the optical properties and processes involved in the interaction of light with the organic solid state showing new molecular structures and about the correlation between the preparation conditions of the molecular/oligomeric/polymeric materials and their physical characteristics. This will offer a way to restrain the organic compounds by selecting the adequate materials for target photonic applications focusing on non-linear optics. The correlation between the molecular structure of monomer, oligomer and polymer, type of macroscopic order (associated with the growth method for crystal and deposition method for thin film) and optical non-linear (SHG, TPF) properties (involving interaction phenomena of radiation with organic compounds) will be emphasised.

2. Bulk organic semiconductors for optical non-linear applications

The aromatic derivatives such as meta-dinitrobenzene (m-DNB) and benzil (Bz) are organic compounds of interest in preparing bulk crystal materials showing large transparency domain,
large optical band gap and high non-linear coefficients. These two compounds show important optical non-linear phenomena despite the differences in their chemical structure at the molecular level. In the context of special attention paid to the investigation of bi-component organic systems for optical non-linear (ONL) applications involving the synthesis of the organic compounds, organic crystal growth and characterisation, the interest in studying m-DNB and Bz bulk crystals is justified by the perspective to use these materials as a crystalline host matrix for both organic and inorganic guests.

m-DNB (C₆H₄N₂O₄) is a negative bi-axial crystal that belongs to the Pbn21 space group and the point symmetry group mm2 which crystallises in the orthorhombic system at room temperature showing a pyramidal shape. The unit cell contains four molecules and has the following dimensions: \( a = 13.20 \, \text{Å}, \, b = 13.97 \, \text{Å}, \, c = 3.80 \, \text{Å} \). The transparency range of m-DNB crystalline materials is 0.4-2.5 \( \mu \text{m} \) [16, 17, 19]. Bz (C₆H₄COCOC₆H₅) is an uni-axial crystal that belongs to the trigonal space group \( P3_12_1 \) and the point symmetry group \( D_{3d} \). The unit cell contains three molecules which are helically disposed and closely packed around the 3\( \text{I} \) axis and the hexagonal unit cell has the following dimensions: \( a = 8.42 \, \text{Å} \) and \( b = 13.75 \, \text{Å} \). The transparency range of Bz crystalline materials is from UV through near IR [18, 19].

Pure m-DNB and Bz crystals have been grown from the melt by the Bridgman-Stockbarger method using the same experimental set-up and the same experimental conditions defined by a temperature gradient (\( \Delta T \)) of 25°C cm\(^{-1} \) and growth speed (\( v \)) of 1.7 mm h\(^{-1} \) [19]. The crystal of m-DNB doped with iodine has also been grown in the same experimental set-up and the same experimental conditions such as the crystal of Bz doped with iodine or m-DNB: \( \Delta T = 30^\circ \text{C} \, \text{cm}^{-1} \) and \( v = 2.0 \, \text{mm h}^{-1} \) [19].

We have developed some studies about the influence of the crystal growth conditions on the incorporation of dopant and the effect of dopant on the optical properties of pure m-DNB and Bz crystals. We have analysed the two aromatic derivatives crystals from two different perspectives: (1) the effect of iodine (I\(_2\)) dopant concentration (1 wt% and 2 wt%) on the two different matrix (m-DNB and Bz) and (2) the behaviour of the same aromatic derivative, m-DNB, as matrix and dopant [19].

The X-ray diffraction study of pure and doped m-DNB and Bz crystals has offered data which have been analysed in the Pawley approach with the TOPAS software emphasising the effect of dopant on the lattice parameters [19].

The study has been realised on slices cut perpendicularly to the growth direction of the crystal. The sharp diffraction peaks shown in Figure 1 sustain a good crystallinity of the bulk materials and these peaks have been attributed using the Power Diffraction File for m-DNB and Bz which contains the reference values of the lattice parameters. The crystallographic planes which give the strongest reflections are parallel to the surface of the slice and therefore, the strongest reflection is given in Bz by the (003) plane, the growth direction of the crystal being [001] and the strongest reflections in m-DNB are given by the (111), (311) and (002) planes confirming the polycrystalline nature of the grown crystal showing three regions of three different orientations [19].
The values of lattice parameters obtained for the hexagonal benzil crystal, \( a = b = 8.350 \text{ \AA} \) and \( c = 13.557 \text{ \AA} \), are in agreement with the reference value, \( a = b = 8.410 \text{ \AA} \) and \( c = 13.679 \text{ \AA} \) [19]. The lattice parameters evaluated for m-DNB orthorhombic crystal, \( a = 13.246 \text{ \AA}, b = 14.029 \text{ \AA} \) and \( c = 3.807 \text{ \AA} \), are also in agreement with the reference values, \( a = 13.290 \text{ \AA}, b = 14.070 \text{ \AA} \) and \( c = 3.813 \text{ \AA} \) [19]. The slight smaller experimental values of \( a \) and \( b \) compared to the reference values suggest a compression of the lattice and the presence of some internal stress/strain.

Considering the effect of dopant on the lattice parameter of the matrix, we can obtain information on the type of mechanism which could be involved in the incorporation of dopant: in interstitial or in substitutional positions. By doping with \( I_2 \) the lattice parameters of Bz have increased from \( a = b = 8.350 \text{ \AA} \) to \( a = b = 8.453 \text{ \AA} \) and from \( c = 13.557 \text{ \AA} \) to \( c = 13.622 \text{ \AA} \). These values confirm an interstitial incorporation of \( I_2 \) dopant in Bz matrix [19]. A similar behaviour and interstitial incorporation is also shown by \( I_2 \) in m-DNB matrix, the lattice parameters of pure m-DNB increasing by doping with \( I_2 \) from \( a = 13.246 \text{ \AA} \) to \( a = 13.345 \text{ \AA} \), from \( b = 14.029 \text{ \AA} \) to \( b = 14.186 \text{ \AA} \) and from \( c = 3.807 \text{ \AA} \) to \( c = 3.821 \text{ \AA} \) [19].

On the contrary, by doping with m-DNB the Bz crystal lattice parameters \( a \) and \( b \) have decreased from \( a = b = 8.350 \text{ \AA} \) to \( a = b = 8.267 \text{ \AA} \) confirming a substitutional incorporation of m-DNB molecule in Bz, the molecule of m-DNB being smaller than the molecule of benzil.

The optical properties of the organic crystal are affected by the quality of the crystal determined by the shape of the solid-liquid interface through the growth conditions. Additionally, the homogeneity is very important for the doped crystals and is directly connected to the dopant incorporation determined also by the solid-liquid interface shape.

In this context, new results have been bought about the systems aromatic derivative/dopant studied from the point of view of the growth interface stability criterion represented by eq. (1) with the purpose to analyse the incorporation of dopant and its effect on the quality of the crystal. The stable growth limits and the experimental conditions related to temperature gradient at the growth interface and moving speed of the ampoule in the furnace have been investigated.

---

**Figure 1.** XRD patterns for pure and doped Bz (a) and pure and doped m-DNB (b) [19].
The previous results on growth interface stability for Bz crystal [20, 21] have been completed with new conclusions on the stable growth of m-DNB crystals. We will emphasise the conditions favouring the initiation of instabilities, which are associated with structural defects and compositional non-homogeneities in the crystal of m-DNB affecting the optical properties including the ONL properties.

A slightly convex liquid-solid interface is necessary to obtain good-quality crystals, but during the growth process the shape of the interface changes as a consequence of the variation in the thermal conductivity of the organic compound in the liquid and solid state. Because the ratio between the thermal conductivity coefficient in melt and solid is ≤ 1 both for m-DNB and Bz, it is predicted a convex growth interface with a lower deviation from the planar growth interface in the case of Bz. This conclusion confirms that it is easier to grow good-quality Bz than m-DNB crystals [19].

The stability of the growth interface in the binary system m-DNB doped with iodine has been considered as an example for analysing the solidification process in doped m-DNB crystals [22-24]. Starting with the stability criterion we have drawn the curves \( \Delta C \times m = f(\Delta T) \) at \( v = \text{const.} \) and \( \Delta C \times m = f(v) \) at \( \Delta T = \text{const.} \), where

\[
\Delta C \times m \leq \frac{\rho_m \cdot \Delta H}{k_m + k_s} \cdot v = \frac{2 \cdot k_m}{k_m + k_s} \cdot \Delta T
\]

and \( \Delta T \) = thermal gradient at the growth interface; \( \Delta C \) = gradient of concentration in the liquid at the growth interface; \( m \) = liquidus line slope; \( v \) = moving speed of the interface during the solidification process; \( \rho_m \) = melt density; \( \Delta H \) = enthalpy of fusion; \( k_s \) = thermal conductivity of the solid; \( k_m \) = thermal conductivity of the melt. For m-DNB we have used the following values for constants [19]: \( \Delta H = 17.30 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1} \) [25], \( \rho_m = 1.3644 \text{ g cm}^{-3} \) [26], \( k_m = 0.183 \times 10^{-2} \text{ W cm}^{-1} \text{ K}^{-1} \) [27] and \( k_s = 0.4 \times 10^{-2} \text{ W cm}^{-1} \text{ K}^{-1} \) [28].

In the Bridgman-Stockbarger configuration, above these curves presented in Figure 2, it is situated the region of stable growth and below, the region of unstable growth. For the curves corresponding to \( \Delta C \times m = f(\Delta T) \) at \( v = \text{const.} \) shown in Figure 2a and high concentration gradients at the interface, the stable growth can not be assured at low-temperature gradients even for high moving speed. For the curves corresponding to \( \Delta C \times m = f(v) \) at \( \Delta T = \text{const.} \) shown in Figure 2b, the area of the stable growth region increases with the increase in thermal gradient, the increase in the interface moving velocity being not critical [19]. Therefore, to be situated in the stable growth region for high values of the product \( \Delta C \times m \), we have to assure high thermal gradient by adequately positioning the ampoule in the thermal profile of the heater.

As a consequence, the experimental conditions used to grow pure m-DNB crystals (\( \Delta T = 25^\circ \text{C}, v = 1.7 \text{ mm h}^{-1} \)) and iodine doped m-DNB crystals (\( \Delta T = 30^\circ \text{C}, v = 2.0 \text{ mm h}^{-1} \)) are fixing the limits for the product \( \Delta C \times m \) that assure a stable growth and are compatible with the experimental conditions for a stable growth of pure and doped benzil crystals, previously presented [20, 21]. Therefore, it is possible to grow m-DNB and Bz crystals in the same experimental...
conditions, such as the selected conditions which are characterised by high ∆T and v, even for high concentration gradients at the growth interface [19]. The shape of the growth interface is correlated with the generation of defects which induce a certain degree of disorder in crystal. New contributions will concern the effect of the growth interface stability on the particularities of dopant incorporation and, as a consequence, on the optical band gap and crystal quality.

Using the Tauc plot, (α d×hν)^1/2 against the photon energy (hν), presented in Figure 3, it has been evidenced the classical, large band gap semiconductor behaviour of m-DNB (E_g =2.69 eV) and Bz (E_g =2.68 eV) [19]. As a consequence of the disorder induced during the growth of the crystals, the effect of inorganic dopant (I_2) on the band gap of m-DNB is different: an increase in m-DNB band gap, tendency maintained with increasing iodine concentration and a decrease in Bz band gap, tendency maintained also for organic dopants (m-DNB).

The m-DNB crystals have shown a higher disorder (evidence by Urbach law) compared to benzil crystal grown in the same experimental conditions [19]. The Urbach energy has been evaluated from the slope of the plot (lnα) against (hν) in the region of low energy. The m-DNB crystals doped with I_2 have shown a lower disorder than the undoped crystals. While I_2 dopant increases the degree of disorder in Bz crystal, the effect of organic dopant (m-DNB) is, on the contrary, smaller [19].

A special configuration presented in Figure 4 has been used for the excitation of ONL phenomena in organic materials samples both bulk crystals (mentioned above) and thin films (will be introduced later). The experimental set-up is based on an ultra short pulsed laser Spectra Physics ‘Tsunami’ characterised by a maximum wavelength of 800 nm, pulse duration of 60 fs, frequency of 80 MHz and medium power of 780 mW [29].

A high N.A. Mitutoyo microscope objective was used to focus the laser beam on the sample mounted on a motorised Thorlabs XYZ stage. The same microscope objective used for irradiation is also used for collecting the light emitted by the sample in 180 degrees geometry.
The detection system is optimised to be sensible in the visible range. The emitted light is passing through a dichroic mirror and, after this, is focused by a lens on the collecting optical fiber connected with a spectrograph ANDOR Shamrock 163i. An ANDOR IDUS CCD camera.

Figure 3. Tauc plots for: pure and doped m-DNB (a); pure and doped Bz (b) [19].

Figure 4. Experimental set-up for ONL phenomena measurements.
cooled at 213 K is used to measure the dispersed light. The excitation light is blocked and its effect is minimised with a NIR cut-off filter placed in front of the focalisation lens. The amplification of the CCD detector can be increased without the necessity to increase the signal at longer wavelengths [29].

The intensity of optical non-linear phenomena, like SHG and TPF, associated to green light in Figure 5, produced in aromatic derivative crystals is also affected by the stability of the growth interface and the presence of defects.

The two types of aromatic derivatives crystals grown in the same experimental conditions show different dominant ONL phenomenon. In m-DNB, SHG dominates while in Bz, TPF dominates as can be seen in Figure 6.

In two-photon absorption process (TPA) two photons combine to bridge a gap of energy larger than the energy corresponding to each individual photon. This process is not involving any intermediate or virtual state created by the interaction of the photons with the organic molecules, the two photon absorption emission fluorescence (TPF) being an indirect measure of this process.
The SH associated with the peak situated around 400 nm is determined in m-DNB by the inductive and mesomorphic effects associated with the strongly polarisable substituent groups of -NO$_2$. The ONL phenomena in Bz are determined by the long conjugated chain causing a displacement of the charge inside the delocalised π-electrons over two aromatic rings and two carbonyl groups. The broad emission band centred around 540 nm is determined by the luminescence obtained by two-photon absorption because Bz has an electronic excited level corresponding to singlet excited state (n, π*) in skew configuration situated at 3.2 eV [30]. This energy is close to that corresponding to a photon with twice the frequency of the laser beam and generates the excitation at the edge of the absorption band. After excitation, the relaxation of the Bz lattice implies three steps: (1) the planar rearrangement of molecules and redistribution of energy because the carbonyl groups emit only from the planar configuration characterised by an energy level situated at 2.6 eV; (2) radiationless relaxation by a process of intersystem crossing to the first triplet excited state situated at 2.3 eV; (3) radiative de-excitation generating the emission band centred on 540 nm, the position and shape of this band corresponding to the usual fluorescence in Bz at linear excitation [19].

The intensity of SH signal increases in m-DNB doped with I$_2$ compared to pure m-DNB, in concordance with the lower degree of disorder associated with lower Urbach energy in the grown doped crystal. ONL properties are enhanced by the deformation of the m-DNB molecule in the presence of I$_2$ determining an asymmetry in the electronic cloud. The intensity of TPF signal decreases in Bz crystals doped with I$_2$ grown in the same experimental conditions as a consequence of the increased disorder associated with higher Urbach energy favouring absorption/scattering of radiation.

3. Organic semiconductor thin films for optical non-linear applications

The major problems for large-scale applications of the aromatic derivatives as bulk crystals in photonics are associated with the difficulties to grow such crystals (determined by the low
melting point, supercooling, low thermal conductivity) and to process the crystals (determined by the low mechanical properties imposed by the weak bonding forces between molecules). On the contrary, the thin films are preferred, but the same problems correlated with the properties of the organic compounds still remain and involve adequate method for thin-films preparation, like vacuum evaporation deposition, matrix-assisted pulsed laser evaporation (MAPLE), and spin coating, in correlation with the particularities of the organic molecule. We have selected triphenylamine- and carbazole-based compounds and investigated three types of organic thin films prepared from arylenevinylene compounds, maleimide derivatives and arylenevinylene oligomers, whose chemical structures are presented in Figure 7.

3. Organic semiconductor thin films for optic non-linear applications

The major problems for large-scale application of the aromatic derivatives as bulk crystals in photonics are the difficulty to grow high-quality single crystals (determined by the low melting point, supercooling, low thermal conductivity) and to process the crystals (determined by the low mechanical properties imposed by the weak bonding forces between molecules). On the contrary, the thin films are preferred, but the same problems correlated with the properties of the organic compounds still remain and involve adequate method for thin-films preparation, like vacuum evaporation deposition, matrix-assisted pulsed laser evaporation (MAPLE) and spin coating, in correlation with the particularities of the organic molecule. We have selected triphenylamine- and carbazole-based compounds and investigated three types of organic thin films prepared from arylenevinylene compounds, maleimide derivatives and arylenevinylene oligomers, whose chemical structures are presented in Figure 7.

3.1. Thin films based on arylenevinylene compounds

The chemical structure of the synthesised trans-arylenevinylene oligomers L78 and L13 has been determined by FTIR, Raman and UV-Vis measurements data presented in Figure 8 and 9. The FTIR spectra shown in Figure 8 evidence the absorption bands situated at 1590–1598 cm\(^{-1}\); phenyl rings (C=C) situated at 1498–1505 cm\(^{-1}\), normal vibration with important contribution from C–N stretching coordinates situated at 1516–1532 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1532–1586 cm\(^{-1}\), normal vibration with important contribution from C–N stretching coordinates situated at 1527–1532 cm\(^{-1}\).

3.2. Thin films based on arylenevinylene compounds

The chemical structure of the synthesised trans-arylenevinylene oligomers L78 and L13 has been determined by FTIR, Raman and UV-Vis measurements data presented in Figure 8 and 9. The FTIR spectra shown in Figure 8 evidence the absorption bands situated at 1590–1598 cm\(^{-1}\); phenyl rings (C=C) situated at 1498–1505 cm\(^{-1}\), normal vibration with important contribution from C–N stretching coordinates situated at 1516–1532 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1532–1586 cm\(^{-1}\), normal vibration with important contribution from C–N stretching coordinates situated at 1527–1532 cm\(^{-1}\).
characteristic bands for the chromophoric groups in oligomers powders: ring in-plane bending vibration of the mono-substituted phenyl ring ($\nu_{C-C}$) situated at 1590-1598 cm$^{-1}$; phenyl rings ($C=C$) vibration situated at 1505-1586 cm$^{-1}$; normal vibration with important contribution from C-N stretching coordinates situated at 1316-1332 cm$^{-1}$ and 1030-1190 cm$^{-1}$; out-of-plane (wagging) vibration of the hydrogen atoms linked to phenyl ring situated at 695-697 cm$^{-1}$; out-of-plane (puckering) vibration of phenyl ring situated at 747-752 cm$^{-1}$; deformation vibration of the C-H bonds of the p-substituted phenyl ring situated at 814-827 cm$^{-1}$. The trans-arylene-levinylene structure of the oligomers is sustained by the absorption peaks situated between 960 and 962 cm$^{-1}$ corresponding to the out-of-plane bending vibration of HC=CH [35].

Figure 8. FTIR spectra of L78 and L13 oligomers powder in KBr [35].

Figure 9. Raman spectra of L78 and L13 oligomers powder [31].
In Figure 9 are presented the Raman spectra which have offered complementary details about the characteristic bands for the chromophoric groups in oligomers powders: C-N stretches with associated C-C stretches in both L78 and L13 attributed to 970 cm$^{-1}$; C-N stretches with associated large C-C stretches in both L78 and L13 attributed to 1174 cm$^{-1}$; large C-N stretches with associated C-C stretches in L78 attributed to 1280 cm$^{-1}$; quadrant stretch of phenyl rings with associated C-N stretches in both L78 and L13 attributed to 1590 cm$^{-1}$. In carbazole-based compounds like L13, supplementary peaks attributed to C- carbazole-N stretches appeared at: 1123 cm$^{-1}$, 1132 cm$^{-1}$ and 1230 cm$^{-1}$ [36]. The Raman spectra show most of the sharp narrow well-defined peaks in spectral range 900-1750 cm$^{-1}$ and are determined by scattering on the internal vibration modes [31].

Thin films of the mentioned arylenevinylene oligomers have been prepared on different substrates (quartz, silicon/Si, titanium/Ti) using two methods: vacuum evaporation and MAPLE. The properties of the layers have been analysed considering both the particularities of the molecular structure and solid state packing.

The X-ray diffraction spectra drawn in Figure 10 show no diffraction peaks confirming that the film deposited by vacuum evaporation is mostly amorphous, the molecule being randomly oriented [31]. We can consider a very reduced degree of order (more significant in L13), associated with the presence of the small, broad peak situated at $2\theta=20^\circ$. Because the peak is broad, a small grain structure is attributed to the film [31].

![Figure 10. X-ray diffractograms for L78 and L13 oligomers thin films deposited by vacuum evaporation [31].](image)

The SEM images of the oligomers films deposited by vacuum evaporation on Si presented in Figure 11 confirm the compact, small grain morphology evidenced by the broad XRD peak [31]. Some particular structures and aggregates, with acicular shape embedded in the L78 films and platelet shape in L13 films have also been evidenced [31]. This low density of randomly distributed structures has been developed during the deposition process.
The SEM images of the oligomers films deposited by MAPLE presented in Figures 12 and 13 have revealed different morphologies. The wrinkle morphologies of oligomers is generated by the inclusion of volatile solvent in the oligomer-rich surface favoured by the oligomer-solvent matrix droplets which appeared during the disintegration of the heated target [37].

In Figure 12 is evidenced the morphology of L78 thin films deposited by MAPLE both on quartz and on Ti using chloroform as solvent. L78 shows grains with a typical dimension up to 200 nm and larger-scale structures with different dimensions having spherical morphology randomly distributed in the layer [35]. When DMSO is used as solvent, the morphology of L78 on quartz is characterised by a lower density of spherical structures [35].

On the contrary, the films of L13 deposited on quartz have shown a morphology characterised by grains randomly distributed, as it is presented in Figure 13. The density of these grains has increased when the solvent was DMSO. A lower density of large spheres has been evidenced in the films of L13 deposited on Ti substrate using chloroform [35]. We can conclude that the morphology of the oligomers thin films depends on the deposition method, solvent and substrate.
The shape of the TPF spectra and the position of the emission peaks correspond to those associated with the usual linear fluorescence spectra. This behaviour confirms that linear fluorescence and TPF are generated by the relaxation of the system from the same excited state [31].

The optical properties of the MAPLE layers have been analysed in correlation with the molecular structure of the compounds, and the effects of the layer morphology determined by the solvent on the deposition process and on the resultant ONL processes have been emphasised.

Figure 14 revealed a strong TPF band centred on 525 nm in both oligomers, L78 and L13, thin films deposited by vacuum evaporation on Si. For high-intensity laser beam, the absorption of two photons with λ = 800 nm corresponding to the excitation wavelength of the laser, \( \lambda = 400 \text{nm} \).
800 nm, could be replaced by the absorption of one photon with $\lambda = 400$ nm. After the absorption of one photon of 800 nm, the molecules of L78 and L13 do not have the time to relax because the duration of the laser pulse is very short, in the fs domain. Meanwhile, it absorbed the second photon of 800 nm and the molecular system was excited in a state from which it relaxed radiatively by TPF. For L78 and L13 using the same power of the excitation laser, 420 mW, we have obtained different intensity of TPF band, as a consequence of different focalisation regime of the laser beam [31].

The relation $I(2\omega) \propto (\chi^{(2)})^2 P^2(\omega)$ [39] where $P$ is the average power of the pulsed laser gives a simplified expression of the SH intensity. Therefore, a measure of the ONL behavior of the material can be given by the slope of the plot $I(2\omega)$ versus $P^2(\omega)$ presented in Figure 15 and 16.

The quadratic dependence between the fluorescence signal of the L78 thin films and the laser excitation power, as emphasised in Figure 15, with the slope ~2 at laser power <260 mW, confirms the presence of the ONL phenomenon and the two-photon nature of the excitation [31, 38].

The SHG, presented in Figure 16, induced by the ultra-intense focused beam of a femtosecond laser in a reflection configuration, has been used to compare the second-order ONL coefficients of the oligomer L78 and L13 thin films deposited on optically inactive Ti substrates by MAPLE [35].

Both oligomers thin films deposited on an optically inactive substrate have shown nearly equal values of the second-order ONL coefficients and these oligomers are similar from this point of view, when are irradiated with a low-power laser beam <100 mW. At laser powers higher than 100 mW was emphasised a deviation from the linear behaviour and the saturation of the SH attributed to significant changes in polarisability determined by thermally induced conformational changes of the side chain in oligomer molecules. These changes induced under the effect of absorbed laser radiation determine the reorientation of the dipoles and changes in polarisability of the material.
Using the scanning in z and x directions (z-scan and x-scan representation) for oligomer L13 thin films, a broad TPF band with a peak at 650 nm which became more intense when the laser spot is focused inside the sample has been revealed. This confirms that TPF is a process taking place in the volume of the sample. The SH signal is stronger at the surface of the sample and

Figure 16. SH measurements in oligomers L78 and L13 thin films deposited by MAPLE on Ti substrate [35].
therefore could be altered by the surface morphology determined by the deposition experi-
ment. Using the scanning in z and x directions (z-scan and x-scan representations) for oligomer L13 films, a broad TPF band with a peak at 650 nm which became more intense when the laser spot was focused inside the sample has been revealed. This confirms that TPF is a process taking place in the surface region of the sample. The SH signal is stronger at the surface of the sample and therefore could be focused inside the sample has been revealed. This confirms that TPF is a process taking place in the surface region of the sample. A TH signal is stronger at the surface of the sample and therefore could be focused.

3.2. Thin films based on maleimidic derivatives

3.2.1. Monomeric maleimidic derivatives thin films

Thin films of the selected monomers, presented in Figure 17, have been prepared by MAPLE, this method ensuring a better control of the film thickness by the number of pulses, surface morphology by the fluence, amplified adhesion film/substrate and eliminating the possible source contamination because it is a non-contact procedure which can be integrated with other non-contaminant processes [29]. For the preservation of molecular structure and deposition of clean films a background gas, nitrogen at pressure of 0.05 and 0.3 torr. The quality of the deposited layer was increased by heating the substrate at temperature (A1, A2, A3, A5 and A6) and at higher temperature, 50°C (A7) under weak stirring for 24 hours. The monomers have precipitated in ice and have been separated by filtration and recrystallisation from methanol [29].

\[ \text{HOOC}-\text{C} \equiv \text{C} \equiv \text{O} - \text{R} \]

\[ \text{R}_1 \]

Figure 17: Chemical structure of amodic derivatives monomers [29,40].

The amidic derivatives monomers with the chemical structure presented in Figure 17 have been synthesised from maleic anhydride and a nitro aniline derivative with substituent groups showing different electron affinities, \( R \) [\(-\text{NH} \); \(-\text{NH}-\text{CN} \); \(-\text{NO}_2 \); \(-\text{CN} \)]. The synthesis has implied the opening of the anhydrides group in dimethylformamide (DMF) at room temperature (A1, A2, A3, A5 and A6) and at higher temperature, 50°C (A7) under weak stirring for 24 hours. The monomers have precipitated in ice and have been separated by filtration and recrystallisation from methanol [29].

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{(A1)}: & \quad R: \text{R}_1 = \text{COOH}; R_2 = \text{H} \\
\text{(A2)}: & \quad R: \text{R}_1 = \text{NO}_2; R_2 = \text{H} \\
\text{(A3)}: & \quad R: \text{R}_1 = \text{CN}; R_2 = \text{H} \\
\text{(A5)}: & \quad \text{R} = \text{R}_1 = \text{NO}_2 \\
\text{(A6)}: & \quad \text{R} = \text{R}_1 = \text{NO}_2; R_2 = \text{H} \\
\text{(A7)}: & \quad \text{R} = \text{R}_1 = \text{NO}_2; R_2 = \text{H}
\end{align*} \]

The strong acceptor character of the two \(-\text{NO}_2\) substituent groups compared to donor character of \(-\text{NH} \) group determines the high polarity of the molecule in monomers (A6) and (A7) molecules. The character of \(-\text{NH} \) group determines the high polarity of the molecules in monomers (A6) and (A7) molecules.
3.2.1. Monomeric maleimidic derivatives thin films

Thin films of the selected monomers, presented in Figure 17, have been prepared by MAPLE, this method assuring a better control of the film thickness by the number of pulses, surface morphology by the fluence, amplified adhesion film/substrate and elimination of the possible source of contamination because it is a non-contact procedure which can be integrated with other non-contaminant processes [29]. For the preservation of molecular structure and deposition of clean films low fluences of 350-430 mJ cm\(^{-2}\) and a dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO) matrix have been used. The thermalisation of the organic molecules was assurred by a background gas, nitrogen at pressure between 0.05 and 0.3 torr. The quality of the deposited layer was increased by heating the substrate at 150 °C or 250 °C during the deposition [29].

In the FTIR spectra of the powders of the above mentioned monomers have been evidenced strong and moderate characteristic bands as shown in Figure 18 attributed to the following sequences in aromatics, carboxyl acids and amides/imides: 1640 cm\(^{-1}\), 1540 cm\(^{-1}\) to \([-\text{NH}-]\) group; 1250 cm\(^{-1}\) to \([-\text{C}=\text{O}]\) group; 1240 cm\(^{-1}\) to \([-\text{CH}=\text{CH}-]\) double bond; \(-840\) cm\(^{-1}\) to \([-\text{C}-\text{H}-]\) single bond. The presence of the bands situated at 1390 cm\(^{-1}\) characteristic for amide and of the bands situated at 1100 cm\(^{-1}\) and 730 cm\(^{-1}\) corresponding to imides ring deformation confirm the simultaneous presence of amidic and imidic forms; bands situated in the range 650-800 cm\(^{-1}\) correspond to substituted benzene; bands situated in the range 1250-1300 cm\(^{-1}\) to symmetric stretching vibration of \([-\text{NO}_2]\) group [40]. Most of the absorption peaks present in powder sample of a monomer have disappeared in thin-films sample of the same monomer because the films deposited by MAPLE are very thin (10-140 nm evaluated by spectroscopic ellipsometry [40]). As can be seen in Figure 18, most of the above mentioned absorption peaks have been evidenced in the thicker films of monomer A2 confirming the preservation during the MAPLE deposition of the monomer chemical structure [40].

The FTIR spectra of monomers A5 and A6 powder shown in Figure 19 have also revealed the presence of the characteristic bands situated at 3500-3200 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1620 cm\(^{-1}\) for \([-\text{COOH}]\) group, 1580 cm\(^{-1}\) for \([-\text{NH}-]\) group, 1250 cm\(^{-1}\) for \([-\text{C}=\text{O}]\) group, \(-840\) cm\(^{-1}\) for \([-\text{CH}=\text{CH}-]\) double bond and \(-640\) cm\(^{-1}\) for \([-\text{C}-\text{H}-]\) single bond [29]. The disappearance, in the FTIR spectra of maleic anhydride, of the carbonylic band situated at 1860 cm\(^{-1}\) and the decrease, until disappearance, of the band situated at 1774 cm\(^{-1}\) sustain the formation of the maleamic acid and the presence of both amidic and imidic form of the monomer [29].

The well-defined peaks of Raman spectra in DMSO presented in Figure 20 situated between 800 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1750 cm\(^{-1}\) are attributed to scattering on internal vibrational modes and could be associated with the deformation of the molecules. The Raman shift peaks for different monomers corresponding to different substituent groups are: stretching vibration of \([-\text{NO}_2]\) group in A2 and A7 situated at ~1340 cm\(^{-1}\); stretching vibration of \([-\text{CN}]\) group in A3 situated at 2220 cm\(^{-1}\). The tri-substituted nucleus in A7 shows Raman shift peaks at 834 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1530 cm\(^{-1}\). The peak situated at ~1600 cm\(^{-1}\) corresponds to stretching vibration of double bond \(-\text{C}=-\text{C}\). Peaks situated at 75 cm\(^{-1}\) and 100 cm\(^{-1}\), could be correlated with the external vibrations related to relative rotational or translational movement of molecules in solution [40]. The Raman spectra of A5 and A6 powders in DMSO drawn in Figure 21 show no significant differences,
most of well-defined peaks being situated in the range 800-1700 cm\(^{-1}\) and being determined by the scattering on the internal vibration modes correlated with deformation of the molecules. The spectra are different in the range 1250-1350 cm\(^{-1}\) because of the stretching vibration of the C-C skeleton [29].

The peaks of 1, 2, 4-trisubstituted nucleus situated at 220 cm\(^{-1}\), 375 cm\(^{-1}\), 400 cm\(^{-1}\), 480 cm\(^{-1}\) in Raman spectra of monomers are masked by the peaks corresponding to the solvent [29].

In the monomer thin films we have not evidenced Raman shift peaks because these films are very thin and cannot generate a significant signal [40].

Figure 18. FTIR spectra of monomers powders and thin films deposited by MAPLE: monomer A1 (a); monomer A2 (b); monomer A3 (c); monomer A7 (d) [40].

Figure 19. FTIR spectra of monomers A5 and A6 powder [29].
The FTIR spectroscopic data presented in Figure 22 offer information about the influence of the deposition methods on the chemical composition of the monomers thin films deposited by MAPLE [29]. Most of the characteristic bands corresponding to chromophoric groups in powder spectra of synthesised compounds A5 and A6, presented in Figure 19, have also been evidenced in thin films of compounds A5 and A6, while only some of the weakest peaks have disappeared in these thin films [29]. The effect of the deposition conditions (nitrogen pressure) is evidenced in FTIR spectra at \( \lambda < 450 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) being correlated to stress generation during the layer deposition [29].

Optical non-linear properties are shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24 for the monomers A6 and A7 thin films deposited by MAPLE and characterised by a maleamic acid structure containing one [-NH-NH-] donor group and two [-NO\(_2\)] acceptor groups. These compounds combine the high polarisability and high dipolar momentum determined by the molecular structure with the good transparency and weak photoluminescence emission in the visible range preventing the re-absorption of the SH radiation and the decrease/screening of the SH signal [40].
general, the para substitution in aromatic nucleus leads to highly polarisable charge transfer molecule with the tendency to crystallise in a centrosymmetric structure which do not favour the SH emission. In A6 and A7, the high difference in electronegativity of the substituent groups situated in position 1 [-NH-NH-] and position 4 [-NO\textsubscript{2}] and the supplementary group situated in position 2 [-NO\textsubscript{2}] acting on the electronic cloud broke the centrosymmetry and favour the SH generation [29]. This combined effect of the asymmetry of the side groups and of delocalized, highly polarisable π electrons determines an acentric alignment of the aromatic nucleus in a special packing [43].

Figure 22. FTIR spectra of A5 and A6 thin films deposited at different nitrogen pressure: 0.05 torr A5.1 and A6.1; 0.2 torr A5.2 and A6.2 [29].

Figure 23. ONL effects in monomer A6 [29].
The SH signal of A6 and A7 thin films is compared with the signal given by A6 and A7 powders deposited on a substrate of aluminium which has no contribution to the SH emission. A quartz sample (crystal and powder) is used for comparison.

3.2.2. Maleimidic derivatives monomers in polycarbonate matrix as organic/organic composite thin films

The research in the field of composite materials based on vitreous (inorganic) and molecular/polymer (organic) matrix and organic/inorganic inclusions have received a special attention in the past years with the purpose to obtain a class of materials combining the advantageous properties of both components [44, 45]. Considering the advantage of organic compounds related to inexpensive thin-films preparation methods such as the deposition from solution by spin coating, the organic/organic composite materials offer an alternative for a large area of applications, including photonics.

The polymeric matrices are easy to process because most of the polymers are soluble in ordinary solvents, show thermal and mechanical stability and are characterised by a large range of good transparency, homogeneous refraction index and efficient fluorescence mechanism. The interest is focused on the identification of π-conjugated systems with functional groups which improve the properties of the selected matrix considering the extension of the delocalised system of π-electrons, length of the conjugated chain and planarity of the molecule, factors involved in the generation of ONL phenomena [46]. The properties of the composite materials of the type ‘host/guest’ are determined by the solubility of the ‘guest’ molecule into the ‘host’ matrix.

We have selected a polymeric matrix of polycarbonate of bisphenol A showing a large transparency domain between 300 and 1100 nm and inclusions of monomers with maleamic acid structure such as A3 and A5, indicated in Figure 17. The composite films have been
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prepared from solution by spin coating on glass substrate successively cleaned with acetone and distillate water, using a solution containing both components: polymer in concentration of 0.09 g cm\(^{-3}\) or 0.250 g cm\(^{-3}\) and monomer in concentration varying from 0.01 g cm\(^{-3}\) to 0.25 g cm\(^{-3}\) in dimethylformamide (DMF) [47].

The solvent DMF has been selected considering the surface energy determined by contact angle measurements, the high solubility of both polycarbonate and mentioned monomers in DMF compared to DMSO and the volatility at room temperature. The experimental conditions for the preparation of films have been selected from macroscopic morphological consideration referring to the uniformity of the layer: \(t_1 = 6\) s and \(v_1 = 1.13\) krpm in the spreading step and \(t_2 = 10\) s and \(v_2 = 2.7\) krpm in the homogenisation step, for a weight ratio between monomer and polymer of 1/3 [47]. The effect of the matrix on the properties of monomer inclusions are evidenced comparing the properties of these films with those of the reference samples of monomers thin films prepared by vacuum evaporation.

An increased disorder in polycarbonate/monomer Ax with \(x = 3, 5\) layer deposited by spin coating compared to monomer Ax with \(x = 3, 5\) layer deposited by vacuum evaporation is confirmed by the X-ray diffractograms in Figure 25. The peak situated around 28° corresponding to dinitroaniline is present both in the spectrum of monomer A5 and in the composite based on the same monomer. The film of polycarbonate/A3 deposited on glass is mostly amorphous compared to the vacuum evaporated A3 film. The A3 film shows a small peak situated at 13° corresponding to cyano aniline and indicating a certain small degree of order (crystallisation) in the vacuum-evaporated film. The X-ray diffractograms have evidenced a preferential orientation of A5 monomer film which is partially preserved in composite polycarbonate/A5 film, compared to A3 and polycarbonate/A3 films showing a substantial disorder [47].
The SEM images presented in Figure 26 have evidence a continuous, compact organic layer deposited on glass, with large grain morphology for A5 and smaller grain morphology with lower packing density for A3 [47]. The composite layers have shown morphology characterised by ‘grains’ and ‘grains clusters’ which are homogeneously developed in the polymeric matrix that wets the glass substrate [47].

Figure 26. SEM images of monomers A3 (a) and A5 (d) films vacuum evaporated on glass and composite polycarbonate/A3 (b, c); A5 (e, f) layers deposited by spin coating on glass [47].

Figure 27. ONL effects in monomers (A3, A5) and polycarbonate/monomer (A3, A5) deposited on glass [47].
The emission spectra of the monomers thin films at illumination with a laser beam with $\lambda = 800$ nm presented in Figure 27 show an emission peak situated at 400 nm corresponding to SH. This signal is strongly affected by the surface properties like morphology. The larger grain morphology of A5, as shown in Figure 26, is associated with a stronger SH signal because of the lower loss by scattering compared to A3 showing smaller grain morphology. The SH emission is explained by an intense mezomeric effect determined by the difference in electronegativity of the substituent groups and a strong inductive effect between the strongly polarisable chromophoric groups $-\text{NO}_2$ and $-\text{CN}$ coupled with the polarisable aromatic nucleus [47].

Polycarbonate/A3 and polycarbonate/A5 films show a strong signal situated between 475 and 600 nm attributed to TPF emission together with a decrease in SH signal which is affected by surface morphology of the layers deposited by spin coating. TPF is a volume process and it is not affected by the morphology of the surface [47].

### 3.3. Thin films based on functionalised copolymers

Another alternative to the inorganic compounds for ONL applications is represented by the polymers showing high non-resonant ONL properties. In polymeric materials containing dipolar chromophores, the macroscopic second-order optical non-linearity could be induced by intramolecular donors-acceptors groups. In these materials, either molecular fragments showing ONL properties are spread in a polymeric matrix or highly colored chromophores are attached covalently in two possible ways, as side chain or intercalated in the backbone of the polymer’s chain [48]. High values of the non-linear coefficients can be obtained in a non-centrosymmetric packing by an acentric alignment of the molecules favoured by the structure of the side groups and/or polymer. This condition can be accomplished by an increased density of chromophores assured by the functionalisation of polymers (copolymers) with molecules containing highly polarisable conjugated electronic clouds [49, 41].

The structural and morphological particularities of the materials depend on the method selected for preparation (MAPLE and vacuum evaporation; solution deposition such as spin coating) and affect the properties of the materials.

We have studied two polymeric structures introduced in Figure 28, P1: MA-CMS-DNA synthesised by the copolymerisation of maleic anhydride (MA) with vinyl benzil chloride (MA-CMS) and subsequent functionalisation with $2$, $4$-dinitroaniline (DNA) and P2: MA-MMA-DNA synthesised by the copolymerisation of maleic anhydride and methylmethacrilate (MA-MMA) and subsequent functionalisation with $2$, $4$-dinitroaniline (DNA). Functionalised copolymers have been synthesised in a two-stages process: (1) polymerisation by precipitation initiated by azoizobutynitrile in toluene at 80°C for 2 h; (2) polymers grafting with ortho-, para-aniline derivatives in DMF by opening and closing of the anhydridic cycle at 120°C for 2 h [50-52, 29].

Thin films of grafted copolymers P1 and P2 have been prepared using different methods on different substrates like glass, cleaned in acetone, and etched/etched single silicon wafers, successively cleaned ultrasonically with acetone, hydrofluoric acid and distillate water [50].
Polymeric films have been deposited from solution by spin coating in a process involving two steps: (1) preparation of polymer solution in an adequate solvent; (2) deposition of the film by solution spreading (spinning time 9 s for P1 and 3 s for P2; rotational speed 0.75 krpm for P1 and 1.0-1.7×10⁻² krpm for P2 [50]). Polymeric films have also been prepared by vacuum evaporation at a temperature of 80°C for 2 h: (2) polymers grafting with ortho-, para-aniline derivatives in DMF, closing of the anhydridic cycle at 120°C for 2 h [50-52,29].

The optical characteristics of the films prepared by spin coating and vacuum evaporation have been compared with those of the films prepared by a laser-based technique, MAPLE [51, 29]. To accomplish this, we have studied two polymeric structures introduced in Figure 28, P1: MA-CMS-DNA (a); P2: MA-MMA-DNA (b) [50].
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Polymeric thin films have also been prepared by vacuum evaporation at a temperature of 80°C for 2 h: (2) polymers grafting with ortho-, para-aniline derivatives in DMF, closing of the anhydridic cycle at 120°C for 2 h [50-52,29]. Thin films of grafted copolymers P1 and P2 have been prepared using different methods on different substrates like glass, cleaned in acetone, and etched/etched single silicon wafers, successively cleaned ultrasonically with acetone, hydrofluoric acid and distillate water [50].

Polycarbonate/A3 and polycarbonate/A5 films show a strong signal situated between 475 and 600 nm strongly polarisable chromophoric groups -NO₂ coupled with the polarisable aromatic nucleus [47]. A3: MA-CMS-DNA; A5: MA-CMS-DNA-DNA
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Table 1. Conditions for MAPLE deposition of copolymer thin films [51].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target Temperature (οC)</th>
<th>Pressure (Pa)</th>
<th>Thickness (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1.1 2% MA-CMS-DNA in DMSO</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1.2 2% MA-CMS-DNA in DMSO</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1.3 3% MA-CMS-DNA in DMSO</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1.4 3% MA-CMS-DNA in DMSO</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2 3% MA-MMA-DNA in DMSO</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 29. FTIR spectra of powder maleic anhydride (MA), copolymeric support (MA-CMS and MA-MMA) and dinitroaniline derivative functionalised copolymers (MA-CMS-DNA:P1 and MA-MMA-DNA:P2) [29].

In the FTIR spectra of the copolymers powders shown in Figure 29, have been identified the following characteristic bands: for MA at 1850 cm\(^{-1}\), for MA in MA-CMS at 1780 cm\(^{-1}\), for carbonyl in MMA at 1720 cm\(^{-1}\) and for CH\(_2\)-Cl in CMS at 1220 cm\(^{-1}\) [29].

The FTIR spectra of copolymers functionalised with dinitroaniline powders are presented in Figure 29. The position and intensity of the characteristic band situated at 1620 cm\(^{-1}\) confirms the formation of amide-imide structure and the band situated at 3300 cm\(^{-1}\) confirms the presence of [-COOH] group obtained by opening the MA cycle [29].

At an increased degree of transformation of copolymers, the support copolymers can affect the FTIR spectra by significantly shifting or broadening the bands of 2, 4-dinitroaniline used as grafting entity. Despite the high volume of aniline molecule, the transformation degree of MA-MMA copolymer is higher ~16% compared to MA-CMS ~9% and can be explained by the higher accessibility of MA entities to the grafting units determined by the structure of the copolymer [29].
The FTIR spectra presented in Figure 30 have evidenced the characteristic bands in P1 and P2 films deposited by MAPLE, attributed to 2, 4-dinitroaniline which has been used for the functionalisation of copolymers: 1270 cm\(^{-1}\) carbonyl (C=O); 900 cm\(^{-1}\) double bond (CH=CH); 675 cm\(^{-1}\) single bond (C-H); 1390 cm\(^{-1}\) amide group; 1100 cm\(^{-1}\) imide group (ring deformation). The last two bands confirm the presence of amidic and imidic forms. The strong or moderate absorption band situated between 900 and 600 cm\(^{-1}\) is attributed to bending vibration in aromatics, carbonyl acids and amides. The absorption band situated between 600 and 400 cm\(^{-1}\) can be attributed to meta-substituted aromatics. Other absorption bands are: 1250-1300 cm\(^{-1}\) the symmetric stretching vibration of NO\(_2\); ~1240 cm\(^{-1}\) aromatic CN bonding; 1175 cm\(^{-1}\) CH in plane deformation. The formation of copolymer MA-CMS is confirmed by the presence of the absorption band situated at ~1210 cm\(^{-1}\) corresponding to CH\(_2\)-Cl bond in CMS. The bands situated at ~1150 cm\(^{-1}\) and ~1260 cm\(^{-1}\) corresponds to maleic anhydride in methyl methacrylate. The band characteristic for 2, 4-dinitroaniline could be broadened or shifted under the effect of the support copolymers depending on the degree of transformation [50, 51]. The support copolymers can affect as well the FTIR spectra of MAPLE deposited films by significantly shifting or broadening the bands of the 2, 4-dinitroaniline at high degree of transformation of copolymers.

There are no significant differences between the functionalised copolymers films deposited by vacuum evaporation and spin coating, excluding the possibility of polymer decomposition during the evaporation process, a high-temperature process compared to spin coating, a room temperature process. New absorption peaks corresponding to new bonds have not been evidenced in the polymeric films deposited by vacuum evaporation. Even no chemical reaction took place during the evaporation, it could be possible a fragmentation of the copolymeric support, maintaining intact the chromophoric groups. This is sustained by the similarity between the shape of the FTIR spectra of the evaporated polymeric films and of the MA-DNA monomer fragment [29, 50].
Figure 31. FTIR spectra of P1 and P2 deposited on Si by vacuum evaporation (v) and spin coating (sc) [50].

Figure 32. Raman spectra of P1 and P2 functionalised copolymers deposited on quartz by MAPLE [29, 51].

As well as for monomers A5 and A6, the Raman spectra of functionalised copolymers thin films deposited by MAPLE draw in Figure 32 show well-defined peaks in the range 200-1200 cm$^{-1}$ being correlated with the scattering on internal vibration modes which are associated with deformation of the molecules. The peaks situated at 220 cm$^{-1}$, 375 cm$^{-1}$, 400 cm$^{-1}$, 480 cm$^{-1}$ correspond to the unit 1, 2, 4-trisubstituted nucleus unit of the polymers chemical structure [51].

The band situated between 1050 and 1200 cm$^{-1}$ could be associated with the stretching vibration of the C-C skeleton and the bands situated at low wavenumbers between 100 and 200 cm$^{-1}$ could be correlated to external vibrations and to the relative in the MAPLE deposited thin films [51].
The FTIR spectra presented in Figure 29, Figure 30 and Figure 31 and Raman spectra presented in Figure 32 have not evidenced any change or damage in the chemical structure of the polymer and generation of compositional non-homogeneities in the film under the effect of laser beam.

The morphology of the MAPLE deposited P1 films evidenced by SEM in Figure 33 is relatively uniform on large area, with droplets type structures having dimension <0.1 μm [51]. During the thermal evaporation of the target, fractions of solvent matrix could be retained within the ejected matrix-polymer droplets [54].

The morphology and uniformity of the deposited films is determined by the mechanism of droplets evaporation [51]. The solvent could evaporate partially or totally during the deposition on heated substrate and this process led to the mentioned morphology [51, 54].

Different morphologies, compared to MAPLE deposited functionalised copolymers P1 and P2 thin films, have been revealed for samples of the same functionalised copolymers prepared on Si by vacuum evaporation and by spin coating in Figures 34 a and b.

A special morphology showing two types of local organisation as granules and crystals randomly oriented has been emphasised for the films deposited by vacuum evaporation. The morphology of the spin-coated films is also characterised by the presence of local organisation as granules dispersed in a uniform layer.
As mentioned above, the temperature involved in the vacuum deposition process can determine the fragmentation of the polymeric chain leading to entities which maintain intact the functional groups implied in the ONL phenomena. This explanation is sustained by the presence of the second, granular, phase in the vacuum evaporated films evidenced by SEM.

The distinct crystals phase has been associated with the presence of 2, 4-dinitroaniline in excess remained ungrafted and crystallising in the films during the deposition process. The copolymer degradation process is not involved in the vacuum deposition because the temperature of 110°C is lower than the temperature of ~130°C revealed by the thermogravimetric analysis, presented in Figure 35, as the starting point for a chemical degradation of the copolymeric support. Starting with this temperature, the [-CH-CH-] groups and MA units are simultaneously lost in the both components [50].

A certain degree of short-range order in the polymeric films prepared by vacuum evaporation has been also evidenced by X-ray diffraction measurements indicated in Figure 36. This means that the fragments of the polymeric chain with anilinic moieties are ordered and the strong
Figure 36. X-Ray diffractograms for films of P1 (a) and P2 (b) prepared on Si by vacuum evaporation (v) and spin coating (sc). The spectra of P1 and P2 powder (p) on Si are given as references [50].

peaks are assigned to the $d_{\text{Bragg}}$ parameter for 2, 4-dinitroaniline [50], using the Powder Diffraction Files. The films of P1 and P2 prepared both by spin coating and vacuum evaporation have shown the same shape of the XRD spectra. The spin coating is a room temperature method and the fragmentation of the polymer chain could not be considered. The similarity between the films prepared by these two methods confirms a certain degree of order in the spin-coated layer induced by the grafted entities, the $d$ spacing corresponding to 2, 4-dinitroaniline.

ONL phenomena evidenced in polymeric films deposited by vacuum evaporation and spin coating are presented in Figure 37a and by MAPLE in Figure 37b: the SH emission situated at 400 nm and a strong TPF emission band with a peak situated between 500 and 600 nm [50].

Figure 37. ONL effects (SHG and TPF) in functionalised copolymer P1 and P2 films prepared by vacuum evaporation (v) and spin coating (sc) (a); ONL effects (SHG and TPF) in functionalised copolymer P1 powders and thin films deposited by MAPLE (b) [50].
There is a correlation between the preparation method (vacuum evaporation, spin coating, MAPLE) of the thin films and the properties (SH and TPF emissions) of these types of maleic anhydride based copolymers functionalised with the same polar chromophoric groups bearing anilinic moieties. The SHG is obtained in these thin films showing asymmetric $\pi$ electron clouds generated by the high difference in the electronegativities of the substituent groups. The ONL properties are preserved despite the potential fragmentation of the polymeric chain during the evaporation process because the potential resulting monomers/oligomers maintain intact the functional groups implied in the generation of ONL phenomena [50].

The SH measurements have been realised on thin films of P1 deposited by MAPLE on quartz and compared with that realised on powder placed on an aluminium substrate with no contribution to ONL phenomena. A broad-structured emission band situated between 500 and 600 nm was evidenced in polymer thin film and was determined by a strong luminescence emission which has been generated by a two-photon absorption process as previously mentioned [29]. As already emphasised, the functionalised copolymers prepared by MAPLE have shown SHG because of the acentric alignment of the organic molecules [43].

4. Conclusions

We summarise in this chapter some of the most significant results of our research in the field of new organic materials for optical non-linear applications. We have selected and investigated three types of organic thin films prepared from arylenevinylene compounds, maleimidic derivatives and anilinic derivatives functionalised copolymers and two types of molecular crystalline materials prepared from aromatic derivatives m-DNB and Bz.

In the context of special attention paid to the investigation of bi-component organic systems for ONL applications involving the preparation and characterisation of organic crystals and organic/organic composites, our interest was focused on studying pure and doped m-DNB and Bz bulk crystals and maleimidic derivatives monomers in polycarbonate matrix composite layers. The previous results on growth interface stability for Bz crystals have been completed with new conclusions on the stable growth of m-DNB crystals. We have emphasized the conditions favouring the initiation of instabilities, which are associated with structural defects and compositional non-homogeneities in the crystal of m-DNB affecting the optical properties including the ONL properties. New results have been bought about the systems aromatic derivative crystal/dopant studied from the point of view of the inorganic/organic dopant incorporation and its effect on the optical band gap and ONL properties of the m-DNB and Bz crystals.

The correlation between the morphology and structural order of organic/organic composite layer and the ONL properties has been discussed.

A special attention was paid to chose the adequate method for thin-films preparation, like vacuum evaporation deposition, matrix-assisted pulsed laser evaporation (MAPLE) and spin coating, in correlation with the particularities of the organic molecule: arylenevinylene (triphenylamine, carbazole) based oligomers, maleimidic derivatives monomers, aniline
derivative functionalised copolymers (maleic anhydride-vinyl benzyl chloride and maleic anhydride-methylmethacrilate supports functionalised with 2, 4-dinitroaniline).

We have analysed the correlation molecular structure-preparation conditions of the organic films determining their morphology and structure-optical non-linear (SHG and TPF) properties.

Important results have been bought in the field of maleic anhydride-based copolymers functionalised with polar chromophoric groups bearing anilinic moieties. Despite the potential fragmentation of the polymeric chain during the deposition process, the ONL properties are preserved because the potential resulting entities maintain intact the functional groups implied in the generation of these phenomena.

Further research will focus on the improvement of the organic material quality by a more rigorous control of the deposition conditions with the purpose to increase the efficiency of the ONL phenomena.
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